The APP and your opportunities
in the digital revolution!
 Help shape a world of fair
cooperation!
 Discover people and the world!
 Advertise yourself and your
business! With „Points“ on
the digital world map.
www.doitll.com

Why
doitll®?

We want to give every person
worldwide the opportunity
present themselves and do
business on the basis of their
abilities, services and offers,
without commissions.

 New search and discover function on
the basis of offers and needs

 Combination of many services in

one platform (trade, social network,
discover of environment)

What distinguishes
us from other
platforms?
What’s new?

 doitll® isn’t based on the earnings of individuals
 The user determines whether advertisements are shown

doitll® unites local searches, social networks
and a trading platform into a single app under
www.doitll.com.

How does doitll®
work?

What is doitll®?

 The user creates and designs the content

What do we do
with the user data?

 NOTHING!
On a digital world map, the user creates simple
„POINTS“ (markings on the map) that represent
him/herself, his/her company/activities, offers and
abilities (yourpoints, eventpoints, tradepoints,
foodpoints, needpoints).
doitll® offers the possibility of exploring your area
using a virtual magnifying glass on the map or
using a direct search term in order to find people,
businesses or offers locally or throughout the world.

 Data analysis is only used for development
in order to make the app better

 We operate our servers in Germany
 The user can check or delete his/her
generated data completely anytime

 Data are not sold to third parties
 Modern data-protection technologies and
encryption are used

Practical example:

 A retailer places her business and goods on
doitll® online. Now potential customers
can search for products that are in their
immediate area.

 enefits: Strengthens local business (through
B

digitization, no commission), local searches at
the product level, protection of the environment
(short transport routes)

Example of the
application and
use of doitll®

 A craftsman places his work online on doitll® to present his services and
publish job offers.

 enefits: Search for craftsmen in the area, easy communication via chat,
B
no costs for job ads.

Hans Huber
increases his
visibility to better
get into contact
with people.

 Someone places their profile on doitll® and makes themselves visible on

Hans Huber
sells his
bicycle.
Hans Huber uses the magnifying glass to discover
what is in his area.

Hans Huber

the map or the list (area).

 enefits: The person can be found through their personal profile and present
B
Hans Huber presents
his „takeaway“ as a
„FOODPOINT“ and
provides information
about his menu.

their interests and abilities to the public. New „friendships“ and „contacts“
can be created locally or throughout the world, and cooperation can take place.
For example, find a French/German teacher in Africa or just place private
offers/services online (flea market).

 Hans Huber is new to town and needs a space cut in his countertop for a sink.
Unfortunately he doesn’t have the tools for the job or the ability to do this
kind of work.

 o problem! He places an offer “POINT” on doitll®. And he quickly gets a
N

message from Josef Lechner who is a master carpenter and is looking for new
jobs. They make a “deal” so both their interests are served quickly and easily.

Help us to help you to help the world!
Why?

 To offer you a platform that supports your business in a transparent
and fair way without compromises!

 To remain independent of the influence of large investors.
 To bring doitll® to the market as quickly as possible worldwide.
Because things can’t just keep going this way in world.

 To create a business that isn’t just driven by profits but offers the

opportunity to invest in developments and things that improve the
world. To do this, we invest 51 % of the revenue. As a user, you can
actively contribute to how we work.

Become a sponsor and
supporter now!
 www.doitll.com/helpus
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